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Solution Summary
The Bitsight Security Ratings and RSA Archer integration brings data from BitSight to the RSA Archer
platform. This enables comparison between the quantitative, dynamic scoring information
generated for a specific company by BitSight with information that resides in the RSA Archer
platform.
BitSight Security Ratings are a measurement of an organization’s security performance. Much like
credit ratings, BitSight Security Ratings are generated through the analysis of externally observable
data. Armed with daily ratings, organizations can proactively identify, quantify and manage cyber
security risk throughout their ecosystem.
Integrating BitSight and Archer can facilitate the following:


Consolidation of BitSight scoring information with existing Archer application data



Automated email notifications in Archer when BitSight ratings change



Automatic creation of an Archer Finding when BitSight ratings change



Mapping of BitSight scoring categories to various Archer Questionnaires



Provide a link to BitSight Security portal within RSA Archer

The integration between BitSight and Archer provides the following benefits:


Enable a more data driven and informed risk management dialog with a customer’s vendor



Enable continuous monitoring as part of the third party risk management process



Improve the quality and centralization of data assessed during making risk-based decisions.



Analyze a vendor’s BitSight rating alongside residual risk and other vendor risk factors for
actionable vendor intelligence



Notify vendor manager when a vendor’s Bitsight score changes substantially



Automate findings and remediation processes for high risk vendors.
Partner Integration Overview
RSA Archer Solution

Third Party Goverrnance

RSA Archer Use Case

Third Party Catalog

RSA Archer Applications

Third Party Profile

Uses Custom Application

No

Requires On-Demand License

No
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The following is an example of a potential Bitsight/Archer integration for Third Party Governance.
BitSight security rating information is fed into the 3rd Party Governance solution where
dashboards/reports and Third Party Profile records display the BitSight data. Automated email
notifications send when scores change by +/- 10 points, Engagement Risk Assessment questions are
mapped to BitSight categories, and Findings are automatically created via datafeed when a BitSight
score drops to a Basic rating level.
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Partner Product Configuration
Before You Begin
This section provides instructions for configuring BitSight with the RSA Archer GRC Platform. This
document is not intended to suggest optimum installations or configurations.
It is assumed that the reader has both working knowledge of all products involved, and the ability to
perform the tasks outlined in this section. Administrators should have access to the product
documentation for all products in order to install the required components.
All BitSight components must be installed and working prior to the integration. Perform the
necessary tests to confirm that this is true before proceeding.
Important: The integration described in this guide is being provided
as a reference implementation for evaluation and testing purposes. It
may or may not meet the needs and use cases for your organization. If
additional customizations or enhancements are needed, it is
recommended that customers contact RSA Professional Services for
assistance.

BitSight Configuration
A subscription license to BitSight security ratings must be active to access BitSight and integrate it
with Archer. This subscription is offered through all of BitSight product offerings. You must
subscribe to at least one BitSight company in your Portfolio:
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You must also attain your BitSight API token. To do this, perform the following steps:
1. Go to Settings > Account:

2. Scroll all the way down to view your API information:

Lastly, identify the BitSight Company ID for the company you want to integrate. To do this, perform
the following steps:
1. Go to Portfolio > Reports > Portfolio Ratings:

2. Select Company > View > Company ID (GUID ID)
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RSA Archer GRC Configuration
Creating BitSight Fields in RSA Archer
The following are the processes to set up and establish the BitSight – Archer integration:. The
datafeed queries the following fields from the BitSight “Compromised Systems” category for a single
company:
Field
Company GUID ID
Botnet Infections

Type
AlphaNumeric
Letter
Grade

Spam Propagation

Letter
Grade

Malware Servers

Letter
Grade

Unsolicited
Communicaiton

Letter
Grade

Potentially
Exploited

Letter
Grade

Overall Security
Rating

Numeric

Description
This is the unique identifier used for mapping purposes.

Compromised Systems are devices or machines in an
organization’s network that show symptoms of malicious or
unwanted software.
Spam Propagation events are observed when devices on a
company’s network are sending unsolicited commercial or bulk
email.
Malware Server events occur when servers are observed
engaging in malicious activity, such as hosting phishing, fraud
or scam sites.
Unsolicited Communication events occur when devices
attempt to communicate with servers that are not hosting any
useful services.
Potentially Exploited events occur when browsers on a
company’s network are infected with malware that is altering
the user’s experience, such as adware.
BitSight Security Ratings range from 250 to 900 and indicate a
company’s relative security effectiveness.

To map these fields into RSA Archer, perform the following steps:
1. Configure a field to house the Company’s GUID ID
*Do not make this field Read Only. You will manually input a company GUID ID in this field
later. Consider appropriate access control to limit who can input and modify this field. The
data feed will only work if it can match a BitSight GUID ID from BitSight with an Archer
record containing the same GUID ID in this GUID ID field.
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2. Create at least one field to receive BitSight data
*You can create Archer fields for each of the BitSight fields retrieved by the data feed
(available fields detailed in the table above). Consider making these new Archer fields Read
Only so that only the data feed can modify field content.
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Once these fields have been created, the next step is to configure the Data Feed for importing
BitSight data into RSA Archer
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Import and Configure the BitSight/Archer Data Feed
In order to import your BitSight data into RSA Archer, you must import and configure the BitSight
Data Feed file (BitSight_Archer_Single_Company_Integration.dfx5). To do this, perform the following
steps:
1. Browse to Administration -> Integration -> Data Feeds.
2. Click Import, and browse to the data feed file
(BitSight_Archer_Single_Company_Integration.dfx5
3. On the General tab:elect the Target application (Third
4. Enter the BitSight API Key in the User Name field, and select the Standard feedtType

5. On the Transport tab, set the following parameters:


Transportation Method = HTTP Transporter



File Type = Single Data File



Action Type = Get



Use Credentials = Specific



Specify Credentials = Other



User Name = BitSight API Key



Password = Any string of text



Data Request URL = https://api.bitsighttech.com/companies/BITSIGHT GUID ID
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Header Paramaters Key = X-BitSight-Accept



Header Paramaters Value = application/xml



Proxy Options = No proxy



Post Processing On Success = Nothing

6. On the Navigation Tab, ensure that the Navigation Method is Xml File Iterator. Ensure that
the Transform checkbox is-checked. Do not modify the custom XML.
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7. On the Source Definition Tab, leave the Data Filter and Tokens tabs as-is. Selecting Load
Fields should return the following:

8. On the Data Map tab, set the following parameters:


Map the Source Fields to the Target Fields



Use the new BitSight GUID ID field for the Key Field
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Update Options = Update



Archive Options = None

*For Value List fields select Empty Values, Add Unknown, and Replace data to list-based fields:
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9. On the Scheduling tab, determine the schedule on which the feed should run. Save and Exit
the data feed.
10. Input the BitSight GUID ID into the BitSight GUID ID Archer Field and Save the record.

Conclusion
Integrating BitSight with RSA Archer facilitates numerous configuration opportunities in RSA Archer.
Get started with reports, layouts and notifications like the ones represented below.
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To learn more about BitSight, please contact rsaarcher@bitsighttech.com or +1 617-245-0469. For
technical support questions, please contact success@bitsighttech.com at +1 617-245-0469.
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Certification Environment for RSA Archer GRC
Date Tested: January 15th, 2018
Product Name
RSA Archer GRC
BitSight

Certification Environment
Version Information

Operating System

6.3

Virtual Appliance

1.1

SaaS
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